555 N. CHESTER AVE
PASADENA, CA 91104 | MLS #: 318001698

$1,195,000 | 3 BEDS | 2.5 BATHROOMS | 2 CAR GARAGE | 1876 SQUARE FEET
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View Online: http://www.mysinglepropertywebsites.com/73466
For Instant Photos: Text 129382 To 415-877-1411
With equal parts welcoming and captivating, this 3bed/2.5 bath modern craftsman
nestled within one of Pasadena's most charming neighborhoods is calling you
home. The all-american wood-accented exterior is complimented by a lush green
front yard, new fence & gate, huge detached garage, and a shaded front porch that
makes every return home a joy. Inside, the open concept layout provides an ideal
area for socializing whether you are relaxing in the bright living area or hard at
work utilizing the kitchen's stainless steel appliances and stylish quartz
countertops. The front bedrooms are separated by a well equipped bathroom with
floating vanity and dramatic glass subway tiling. Tucked away is the master retreat
with a deep walk in closet, backyard access via double french doors, and the spa
like bath with twin vanity, glass shower, and luxurious soaking tub. When the
outdoors call, the fenced backyard is the perfect getaway with mature trees that
provide both shade & p...
Open concept layout
Stainless Steel Appliance
Quarts counter tops
Master retreat
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Walk-in closet
Custom built in BBQ
Luxurious soaking tub
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Jessica’s area of expertise is not only assisting local buyers
and sellers with meeting their real estate goals efficiently
and without hassle, but also in providing data-driven
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